ESKER YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

Make a Katie Ohe-inspired kinetic cube sculpture, and decorate it with your favourite
photo memories and artwork. See the cube in action here: https://vimeo.com/409099101
To begin, you’ll need some medium-thickness cardboard- for example, you can use a couple of tissue
boxes, a soft drink box or any other packaging that won’t be too difficult to fold. You’ll also need
tape, a ruler, glue and images for your cube.
STEP 1: MAKE YOUR CUBES: Start by flattening out your cardboard, and pulling off any dried glue
that may be stuck to the inside. Use tape to cover any perforations or holes- it doesn’t need to look
pretty! Measure eight 16cm x 8cm rectangles, and divide each one into 12 even 4cm x 4cm squares.

Cut away the three top squares on the right, and the three bottom squares on the left, so you’re left
with a ‘z’ shape. Fold along all of the lines toward the centre, in the same direction. If you’re having
trouble folding, score the folds by dragging the blade of a pair of scissors along the fold line.

Tape all of the edges together to form eight cubes. Stack your cubes together 2 x 4.

STEP 2: MAKE YOUR SCULPTURE: Tape the two cubes on the left vertically- this is the first ‘hinge’
for your cube sculpture. Pull the two cubes toward each other on the taped side, and tape the back
of the cubes together to strengthen the hinge. Repeat the same process on the two cubes on the
right side, and the top and bottom two cubes, horizontally.

Rotate the central cube pairs outward- one pair towards you, one away from you, and back into
formation.

Turn the set of eight cubes over, all together. Tape horizontally across the cubes to form hinges,
top and bottom.

Fold in the sets of cubes on the right and left sides toward the centre to form a larger cube shape.
Tape both sets of cubes on the left side vertically. Repeat this on the right side.

STEP 3: LABEL YOUR SCULPTURE: Open the cube back up flat, and label the four cubes on the left
#1, and the four cubes on the right #2. Fold the left-hand 1s and right-hand 2s in toward the centre
horizontally to form a larger cube, and label the top #3. Fold the 3s toward each other vertically.

Label the four cubes at the top #4, and the bottom four #5. Fold the 4s and 5s toward each other
horizontally, and label the top four cubes #6, and bottom four, #7. Fold the cubes in vertically toward
the centre to form a larger cube, and label the top #8.

Fold the 8s toward each other horizontally, and label the left cubes #9, and the right cubes #10.

Fold and unfold your sculpture until you find two more 4-cube sections to label #11 and #12.

STEP 4: ADD YOUR IMAGES: You’ll need twelve 8cm x 8cm images. These can be photos, drawings,
poems- anything!
If you’re using photos or artwork you’ve already made, use a ruler and a piece of paper to create an
8cm x 8cm template to trace and cut around.

If you’re making new artwork for the cube, measure twelve 8cm x 8cm boxes (you’ll need two sheets
of regular 8.5 x 11 paper), and create your artwork within the boxes.
When you’re finished gathering and tracing, or creating your images, cut
out each 8cm x 8cm square. Take your first image, turn it over, divide and
cut it into four equal 4cm x 4cm sections.
Glue the four squares to re-form the image onto the four cubes of your
sculpture labelled #1. Repeat this step with your next image for the cubes
#2 and so-on until you’ve glued all 12 images to their corresponding
cubes.

Create a kinetic cube sculpture for yourself, a family
member or friend. Experiment with photos, different kinds
of artwork and designs, or different materials, like
wrapping paper or aluminum foil J
We’d love to see what you make! Take a pic and share it with
@eskerfoundation on Instagram, or use #eskeryouth.

Want to learn more about Katie Ohe’s kinetic, moving sculptures? Check out Esker’s
Watch and Listen page: https://eskerfoundation.com/watch-and-listen/

